The Cathedral Window Pillow Episode

Cathedral Window Pillow
Finished Size: 2 - 20" x 20" Pillows

MIDNIGHT QUILT SHOW
Cathedral Window Pillow
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Subscribe

Tips For Success

Be sure to never miss an episode! Go to
youtube.com/midnightquiltshow and click
"Subscribe" to get fresh episodes delivered
to your inbox.

#Midnightquiltshow
#mybluprint
Join our Instagram community! Follow
@therealbluprint for daily inspiration, then
share your own projects to inspire your fellow
makers. Use the hashtag #mybluprint so we can
see what you’ve made (and re-share it, too)!

1.

W AT C H T H E E P I S O D E !

2.

G E T YO U R M AC H I N E R E A DY

QUESTIONS OR COMMENTS?
Get in touch with our
Customer Support team
at help@mybluprint.com

HAPPY MAKING!

MIDNIGHT QUILT SHOW
Cathedral Window Pillow

3.

See how Angela pieces and quilts
these designs as she works her way
through the quilt. Go to youtube.
com/bluprint and search for Cathedral
Window Pillow.

Prepare for quilting success by
reading through entire pattern
before starting. Make sure you have
a sharp rotary blade and needle. Are
you experiencing breakage of your
top thread, or skipped stitches? Do
you hear a quiet popping sound
when your needles move through
the fabric? These are all signs that
your needle is dull and it's time for
a change.
Be sure to visit Angela's
Favorite Supplies page:
https://www.craftsy.com/quilting/
ideas/angela-favorite-things
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Width of Fabric (WOF) is approximately 42" wide
square, 4 different charm squares per pillow).
Cutting:
From the main fabric, cut:
From each of 26 charm squares, cut them down to 4 ¼" squares for cath
22 - 4" x WOF strips, into:
From each of 8 charm squares, cut them down to 4 ¾" squares, cut diag
216 - 4" squares
each pillow)
2 - 21 Pillows
½" x WOF strip, into:
To MakeFrom
Two
each of 4 charm squares, cut diagonally twice for a total of 16 sma
2 - 15" x 21 ½" pieces
square, 4 different charm squares per pillow).
Piecing:
From the main fabric, cut:
The
following directions
one pillow,
repeat
for second.
Supplies
2.
Placeare
twofor
folded
main fabric
triangles
on the
22 - 4"
x WOF
strips,
into:
1.
Fold
72
4"
squares
of
main
fabric
in
half
on
the
diagonal
right side of a 4" square of main fabric soand
thatpress.
the
•• 42 - 5" charm squares
216 - 4" squares
butted
Pin in place. Sew a 1/8"
2 - 21folds
½" x are
WOF
strip,together.
into:
•• 4 yards main fabric for pillow tops and backs
2. Place two foldedaround
main fabric
triangles
on
the
right side of a 4" square of ma
thex perimeter
of the square.
2 - 15"
21 ½" pieces
•• 2 - 20" pillow forms
together. Pin in place. Sew a 1/8" around the perimeter of the square.
Piecing:
The following directions are for one pillow, repeat for second.
From the main fabric, cut:
1. Fold 72 - 4" squares
Folds of main fabric in half on the diagonal and press.

Pattern Instructions

22 – 4" x WOF strips, into:

		

216 – 4" Squares

2. Place two folded main fabric triangles on the right side of a 4" square
together. Pin in place. Sew a 1/8" around the perimeter of the square.
2 – 21½" x WOF strip, into:
3. Lay out the 3.
squares
of six squares
each,
watching
direction of t
Lay six
outrows
the squares
six rows
of six
squaresthe
each,
		 4 – 15½" x 21½" pieces (for pillow backs)
each row together. watching
Press open
seams. Sew the rows together and again press
the direction of the folds as shown. Sew
measure 21 ½" square.
(Don'tFolds
worry if it's a bit smaller, the pillow form is 20"
the squares in each row together. Press open
Width of Fabric (WOF) is approximately 42" wide

Foldseams. Sew the rows together and again press

seams open. The pillow top should measure 21 ½"
h the Window
Pillow
Cutting
(Don't
worry
a bit smaller,
the pillowthe directi
squares
six rows
of ifsixit'ssquares
each, watching
" x 20" Pillows
From each of 26 charm squares, cut them down to 4 ¼" 3. Lay out thesquare.
each row together.
seams.
Sewroom
the rows
together and again
form isPress
20" soopen
you have
some
to play)
squares for cathedral window centers
measure 21 ½" square. (Don't worry if it's a bit smaller, the pillow form
From each of 8 charm squares, cut them down to 4 ¾"
squares, cut diagonally once to make 16 large triangles

Fold

(8 for each pillow)
From each of 4 charm squares, cut diagonally twice for

a total
of 16 window
small triangles
squares for
cathedral
centers(you only need 2 from each
charm
square,
4 different
squares
per(8pillow).
quares, cut
diagonally
once
to makecharm
16 large
triangles
for

total of 16 small triangles (you only need 2 from each charm

Piecing

The following directions are for one pillow, repeat for
second.
1.

Fold 72 - 4" squares of main fabric in half on the
diagonal and press.

cond.
nal and press.

Fold

e of a 4" square of main fabric so that the folds are butted
of the square.
MIDNIGHT QUILT SHOW
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Pattern Instructions
4.

Place 4 ¼" squares on point beneath the folds in

7.

With right sides together on pillow top, lay one

the center of the pillow top, eight large triangles

main fabric piece down with raw edges aligning

on the sides of the quilt top and four different

raw edges of pillow top. The folded side should

4. Place 4 ¼"fabric
squaressmall
on point
in the center
thecorners.
pillow top,Pin
eightinlarge
triangles on the sides of the
top and
four of the pillow top. Lay the second
triangles
in of
the
place.
bequilt
in the
middle
different fabric small triangles in the corners. Pin in place.

piece of main fabric in the same manner on the

small triangle

pillow, overlapping the folds. Sew ½" around the

corners,
turntop,
inside
7.pillow.
With rightTrim
sides together
on pillow
lay oneout
mainand
fabricinsert
piece down with raw edges
top. The folded side should be in the middle of the pillow top. Lay the second piece of m
pillow form.
on the pillow, overlapping the folds. Sew ½" around the pillow. Trim corners, turn inside

4¼" square

large triangle

4. Place
4 ¼"
in the
center
of top,
the pillow
top, eight
largeontriangles
onofthe
theand
quilt
top and four
Place 4 ¼"
squares
onsquares
point inon
thepoint
center
of the
pillow
eight large
triangles
the sides
thesides
quiltoftop
four
different
smallintriangles
in thePin
corners.
Pin in place.
ferent fabric
smallfabric
triangles
the corners.
in place.

+

small triangle small triangle

4¼" square

7. With right sides together on pillow top, lay one main fabric piece down with raw edges aligning raw edges of pillow
Lay the second piece of main fabric in the same manner
on the pillow, overlapping the folds. Sew ½" around the pillow. Trim corners, turn inside out and insert pillow form.

4¼"top.
square
The folded side should be in the middle of the pillow top.

8. Enjoy!
large triangle large triangle

+

5. Starting
a square,
pull the
fold of thepull
mainthe
fabric
over
rawmain
edge of the charm square fabric. Sew on the edge
5. with
Starting
with
a square,
fold
ofthe
the
of the curve, an 1/8" from the edge. Repeat for all sides of the square. Sew all squares and large and small triangles this
fabric over the raw edge of the charm square
way.

fabric. Sew on the edge of the curve, an 1/8" from

the edge. Repeat for all sides of the square. Sew
8. Enjoy!

all squares and large and small triangles this way.
6.

8.

Enjoy!

Along one 21 ½" side of the 21 ½" x 15" main fabric
piece, fold in ½". Press. Fold in again another ½".

Starting
withpull
a square,
pull
the
fold
the main
fabric
over
theofraw
of the
charm square fabric. Sew on the edge
Starting5.with
a square,
theSew
fold
of¼"
thefrom
mainoffabric
the raw
edge
theedge
charm
Press.
the over
folded
edge.
Repeat
forsquare fabric. Sew on the edge
of
the
curve,
an
1/8"
from
the
edge.
Repeat
for
all
sides
of
the
square.
Sew
all
squares
andsmall
largetriangles
and smallthis
triangles this
the curve, an 1/8" from the edge. Repeat for all sides of the square. Sew all squares and large and
second 21 ½" x 15" main fabric piece.
way.
y.

6. Along one 21 ½" side of the 21 ½" x 15" main fabric piece, fold in ½". Fold in again another ½". Sew ¼" from the
folded edge. Repeat for second 21 ½" x 15" main fabric piece.

6. Along
½" side
ofxthe
½" xfabric
15" main
fabric
Fold
in again
Sew
¼" from the
Along one
21 ½" one
side 21
of the
21 ½"
15"21main
piece,
fold piece,
in ½". fold
Foldinin½".
again
another
½".another
Sew ¼"½".
from
the
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folded
edge.
½" xfabric
15" main
fabric piece.
ded edge.
Repeat
for Repeat
second for
21 second
½" x 15"21main
piece.

Cathedral Window Pillow

